Enjoy running your favorite trains on any of these possible layouts!

- **Master1 (Starter or M1)**
  Basic Oval Track Set with 315mm (12 1/8") Radius Curve

- **Master2 (Starter / M1 + V1 or M2)**
  Expanded M1 Oval Track Set with Passing Sliding Tracks

- **Master1 + V5**
  Combine tracks to run two trains at once!

- **Master1 + V6**
  Combine tracks to enable running of two longer trains!

- **Master1 + V3**
  Expand your layout to simulate storage and switching of multiple trains!

- **Master1 + V5 + V7**
  Introduce track changing with a double crossover!

- **Master2 + V3**
  Bring passing and switching excitement to your layout!

- **Master2 + V1 + V5**
  Store and run four trains on two tracks!

- **Master2 + V4**
  Model exhilaration with close proximity passing tracks!

- **Master1 + V2**
  Bring depth and visual excitement with an up-and-over layout!

- **Master1 + V3 + V5 + V7**
  Double crossovers combine with a yard for more switching excitement!

- **Master2 + V1 + V5 + V7**
  A double crossover adds to your traffic movement

- **Master1 + V1 + V3**
  Two yards give you more destinations to drop and pick up cars.

- **Master2 + V1 + V3 + V5 + V7**
  Expand your traffic movement with yard spurs!

- **Master2 + V2 + V3 + V5**
  Express your imagination with a dynamic up-and-over layout!

- **Master1 + V8**
  Create the enjoyment of a busy rail crossing.

- **Master1 + V9 / V10**
  Build your excitement with a longer run.

Use our Variation sets to expand your starter layout.

The UNITRACK Variation Series sets are designed to expand your Master Series and Starter Set Series quickly and easily.